INTRODUCTION
One of the basic questions arising when two language families, say K and K\ are comparée, is whether there is an algorithm to décide for ail L e K if L e K' or not. In the terminology of [24] this is the K'-ness problem for K, one of the socalled ''comparative décision problems" concerning language families.
In this area the following results are perhaps the best known and the oldest ones. The fmiteness problem is decidable, the regularity problem undecidable for the familiy of context-free languages [7] .
Some more recent results are the decidability of the regularity and contextfreeness problem for HDOL languages [24] as well as the decidability of the DOL-ness for context-free languages [19] .
The problem, whether a language contains an infinité regular set-is an 1RS language -is decidable for the deterministic context-free languages and undecidable for the linear context-free languages, [5] , to mention only a few results of this comparative décision type.
The main theorems presented in this paper will yield undecidability results for the K'-ness problem for K, where K' is subcontext-free (or CF itself) and K ranges over all supersets of a spécifie small family.
PRELIMINARIES
One of the common methods to show undecidability of certain questions arising in string manipulating Systems, is to use the undecidability of the Post Correspondence Problem (PCP) [20] and to encode the instances of this problem as languages in an appropriate manner. This is done e. g. in the Standard proof showing that the regularity problem is undecidable for the context-free languages, where it is even proven that the question "if !, = £*" is undecidable for linear context-free languages L.
In [12] a rather genera! undecidability resuit for predicates P on language 9 families F is based on the undecidability of this question "L = £*" and some closure properties of P and F. This theorem yields e. g. the undecidability of the regularity and contextfreeness problem for the one-way stack languages.
The latter result will appear here too in corollary 1. But in our main theorems ? we will not require closure properties or undecidability of "L = E*" for the considered language families. In place of that we can prove undecidability of the K'-ness problem for K, whenever K and K' contain special languages related to the Post Correspondence Problem.
Throughout the following chapters we will assume that the language families F occurring are "effective" [12] , i. e., there is a spécification of F (grammar, automaton, ...) such that one can effectively enumerate the languages in F, each language in F is recursively enumerable and there is a partial recursive function which assigns "yes" to the pair consisting of the "name" of the language L in F and the word w if and only if weL (see also [6] and L(I) : = 3-COPY(i) u H (S,).
LEMMA 1: Let I be an instance of the PCP and L(I) be defined as above. (a) If I is not solvable then L(I) = H(L I ). (b) If I is solvable then L(I) is not context-free.

Proof: The proof of the (a)-part is straightforward by the définition of L(I).
For the (6)-part we use the fact that for a solvable instance I we have infinitely many solutions, i. e., there are infinitely many words of the form:
If we assume now L(I) to be context-free, we can apply the context-free pumping lemma to such a word
which is long enough. Thus, and: (7) either, because at least one and at most two x's, x^'s resp., have been changed by the insertion of w 2 and u> 4 .
With z 2^3 -COPY(/)uiï(E;) = L(J) we get the desired contradiction, proving lemma 1.
•
We can now formulate our first main theorem for families containing the languages L(I), H(Lj), resp. Proof: Clear by the undecidability of the Post Correspondence Problem and lemma 1.
In the following corollary we will just list some of the language families satisfying the conditions of theorem 1.
COROLLARY 1: Let K, K' be as in theorem 1. (a) K'<=N<=CF holds for the following classes N: -linear context-free languages; -metalinear context-free languages (of width k for each k^l) [16]; -ultralinear context-free languages; -de terminis tic context-free languages; -sequential context-free languages [10]; -(n, m)-bounded languages for
all n e { 3, 4, ... } u { oo, OÙ }, l', 2, ... }u{oo,<ö} [13] ; -LR(k) languages for allk^ö [16, 17] ; -the intersection and union of any of the above families. Supersets of above families are e. g.: -Russian parallel languages [18, 26] ; -(nonerasing) stack languages [8, 14, 15] ; -iterated deterministic context-free substitution languages [4] ; -inside-out-macro languages [8, 9] ; -outside-in-macro languages -indexed languages [1, 8, 9] ; -ETOL languages (of finite index) [21, 22] . By a resuit in [22] ETOL of finite index equals about 15 classes also under the finite index restriction; among those the families of:
-scattered languages; -context-free programmed languages; -unconditional transfer context-free programmed languages; -matrix languages; -ordered languages; -context-free languages with regular control; -state languages; -random context languages; -forbidding languages; -permitting languages; -ETIL languages.
These lists surely can be extended by the interested reader.
Some of the results presented hère are either well-known or can be concluded from theorems given by [6, 12] .
The virtue of theorem 1 is due to the fact that all these undecidability results are obtained in one sweep by rather simple means. Another advantage is the applicability of theorem 1 to grammatical families generated by grammar forms or L forms, where closure-properties are rare.
By a slight variation in the définition of K and K' we get a similar resuit as in theorem 1 but now for some language families with less copying power than, say EDTOL or Indian Parallel. 
If Q^R and Q'^S^CF for some language classes R and S then S-ness is undecidable for R.
Proof: Only some minor modifications are necessary to carry over the proof of lemma 1 and the conclusion in theorem 1 to this variation of encoding the PCP:
The equality P(I) = J(Lj) in case instance / is not solvable, can be verified immediately. Now assume that / has solutions and P (J) be context-free. Again we can apply the context-free pumping lemma to a word:
i.e., for some n,.
The set of n-'s occurring hère must be infinité because of |z i +1 \>\z t \ for ail z^O. But, as mentioned above, at least one of the y^ equals xcjrx* for ail z^2, contradicting the fact | x m y m | ^ 1 for ail m e {1, ...,*}.
Thus, P{î)iCF, proving theorem 2.
In the following corollary we will again list some of those language families R and S which fulfil the assumptions of theorem 2. [15] ; -metalinear context-free languages of width k for each k^3 [16] ; -(n, m)-bounded languages for n, me { 1, 2, 3, .. . } u { oo, oe} [13] . -m-block-indexed languages for ail m^ 1 [2] . Note that the families listed in (b) are incomparable to EDTOL, even of index 2 [2] . Since these families are subsets of ETOL (of finite index) or indexed languages, resp. the corresponding families from corollary 1. (b) can be added hère too.
COROLLARY 2: Let Q, Q' be as in theorem 2, {a) Q'^S^CF holds for the following classes S: -reversal-bounded one-counter languages
CONCLUSIONS
We hope to have demonstrated how a number of well-known undecidability results and quite a lot of new ones can be obtained in a direct and simple manner. The proofs are just standard and so short, that they could well serve as classroom-notes or exercises in a formai language course. Not covered by these results are e. g. the regularity -and the contextfreeness problem for OL languages which seem to be extremely difficult because of the absence of nonterminals in these parallel rewriting Systems.
